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Abstract—When designing a system in which sensors are
randomly deployed in a circular region to detect a signal
emitter in a random location, the system designer may consider
the least favorable distribution for the emitter location. The
adoption of the least favorable distribution is conservative, solves
the composite hypothesis issue, and makes the measurements
conditionally i.i.d., as shown in our previous work. It may be
argued, however, that the adoption of least favorable distributions
generally leads to designs that are too conservative. In order to
provide bounds for the loss in detection performance due to
the least favorable distribution approach, we determine the most
favorable distribution for the emitter location; then, using large
sample theory, we determine how many additional sensors a
design based on the least favorable distribution would require
in comparison with a design based on the most favorable
distribution. We also provide analytical bounds and examples.

Keywords: Event detection, multiple sensor systems, least

favorable distributions, most favorable distributions, con-

ditionally dependence, maximin detector.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the problem of designing a detection system in

which multiple sensors transmit measurements to a fusion

center in order to decide whether a circular geographical

region contains a signal emitter. As illustrated in Fig. 1,

we assume that each of K identical sensors collects and

transmits to the fusion center a single measurement over a

reliable and unconstrained communication channel. Based on

the measurements Z := (Z1, . . . ,ZK) received, the fusion center

applies a fusion function φ to decide between hypotheses H1

and H0, which respectively represent whether the emitter is

generating the signal or not.

We focus on the case in which the conditional distribu-

tion of the sensor measurements under H1 depends on the

distances between the emitter and sensor locations [1]–[3].

Such dependence occurs when detecting the presence of low-

level point radiation sources [4]–[6], or when detecting radio

transmissions of a primary user in a cooperative spectrum

sensing system [7], [8]. Both sensor and emitter locations

are assumed to be randomly distributed in the circular region,

φ
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emitter
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Figure 1. Detection system in which each sensor at a random location collects
a single measurement from a possible signal from an emitter at a random
location and transmits to the fusion center, which applies fusion function φ
to decide between H0 (signal absent) or H1 (signal present).

and we assume that the distribution of the emitter location is

unknown.

When designing a system for these conditions, the system

designer has to deal with the following design issues:

• The lack of knowledge of the distribution of the emitter

location (Le) causes the hypothesis H1 to be composite

[9]. Designs under a composite hypothesis are more

difficult because the system designer has to ensure a given

performance specification for each distribution within H1.

• The sensor measurements Z1, . . . ,ZK are conditionally

dependent in general. Even when the measurement noise

process is independent, this conditional dependency arises

when the distribution of the measurements depends on

the distances between sensor locations {Li}K
i=1 and the

emitter location Le. Detection systems under conditional

dependency are difficult to design because the determi-

nation of the probability of detection for any design re-

quires multivariable integration. Furthermore, conditional

dependency prevents a system designer from adopting

large-sample methods that can be used when designing

systems with a large number of sensors.

In order to address these issues, we proposed in our previous

work [10] that the system be designed assuming the emitter

location being distributed according to the least favorable

distribution. If a system designed under the least favorable
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distribution achieves a required detection performance, then

it is ensured that the system will have the same or better

detection performance under any other distribution. The adop-

tion of a least favorable distribution is motivated not only

because it is a common approach to deal with the composite

hypothesis issue [9], [11], [12], but also because its form

makes the measurements Z1, . . . ,ZK become conditionally i.i.d.

[10]. We further showed that there are common situations in

which a least favorable distribution for a detection system is

any distribution that places the emitter on the boundary of

the circular region. Although not always true, as shown by an

example in [10], this result can be considered intuitive because

this distribution maximizes the expected distance between

sensors and emitter.

However, a common argument against the adoption of least

favorable distributions is that the resulting design may be too

conservative.

The main goal of this paper is to evaluate how conservative

the design under the least favorable distribution assumption

can be. In order to reach this goal, as a first contribution, we

define and propose the use of the most favorable distribution

for the emitter location to provide an upper bound for the

performance of a detector under any other distribution. As

shown in Section V, we extend the propositions presented in

[10], showing that the same conditions that cause the least

favorable distribution to be any distribution that places the

emitter in the boundary of the circular region also cause the

most favorable distribution to be the one that places the emitter

in the center of the circular region.

Using the most favorable distribution for the design, as a

second contribution, we compare its performance against the

performance of the design under the least favorable distribu-

tion to generate an upper bound for the ratio between the

number of sensors required by the design under the least

favorable distribution and the number of sensors required

by the design under the actual distribution for the emitter

location to reach a prescribed detection performance. As

detailed in Section VI, the comparison is made assuming

sensor measurements under an asymptotically low signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) and a minimum detection performance

requirement. Under this setting, the upper bound is found from

the Asymptotic Relative Efficiency (ARE) of the design under

the most favorable distribution with respect to the design under

the least favorable distribution. We provide analysis for both

optimal (maximin) and practical detection systems. Analytical

bounds and numerical illustrations are also provided.

We further show in Section VI, as a third contribution, that

the practical detection system that decides based on the sum of

the measurements has an asymptotic performance equal to the

optimal detection system designed under the least favorable

distribution.

Before we present the new results of Section V and VI,

we briefly review some necessary results from our previous

work [10]. In Section III, we present results in which both

the least and the most favorable distributions make the sensor

measurements become conditionally i.i.d. In Section IV, we

review the concept of the least favorable distribution for a

detection system and present a proposition to determine the

least favorable distribution, which is extended for the most

favorable distribution in Section V.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The measurement taken by each sensor i ∈ {1, . . . ,K} is

given by the random variable

Zi = 1{θ > 0} ·Ai +Wi, (1)

where 1{statement} equals 1 if the statement is true and 0

otherwise, θ ∈ {0,θ1} is a random variable with unknown

a priori distribution, θ = θ1 > 0 when the emitter generates

the signal and θ = 0 otherwise, Ai is a random variable that

reflects how the signal is attenuated by the distance between

the sensor location (Li) and the emitter location (Le), and Wi

represents the noise in the measurement process.

We assume that the emitter location Le is a random variable

distributed in the region of interest, which is defined by BrM
(0)

for a given rM > 0, where Br(l) := {x ∈ IR2 : ‖x − l‖ ≤ r}
represents the closed ball centered at l and with radius r, and

‖ · ‖ represents the Euclidean norm on IR2.

We assume that the distribution of Le is unknown and no a

priori knowledge (for either Le or its distribution) is available.

Although our results can be extended to the multiple emitter

case, we assume that the region of interest contains at most a

single emitter, which can be shown to be the worst case for

the detection problem.

We assume that the distribution of Le is independent of

the sensor locations L := (L1, . . . ,LK), which are assumed to

be i.i.d. random variables with known distribution in BrM
(0).

Assuming sensors at random locations is reasonable when

sensors are mobile or when the deployment of sensors is not

under the designer’s control.

A key assumption for our results is that the distribution

of Li is invariant to rotations, which includes the uniform

distribution on BrM
(0).

We assume that the distribution of Ai depends on θ and on

the distance between the sensor location Li and the emitter

location Le through a parameter given by θ ·ξ (‖Li−Le‖) that

defines its distribution, where ξ : IR+ → IR+ is a bounded,

nonincreasing, and right-continuous function. This assumption

allows the possibility that Ai = θ ·ξ (‖Li −Le‖), or that Ai has

a conditional Poisson distribution with parameter θ · ξ (‖Li −
Le‖).1 We further assume that

P

[ K
⋂

i=1

Ai ≤ ai

∣

∣

∣

∣

L = l,Le = le

]

=
K

∏
i=1

P[Ai ≤ ai|Li = li,Le = le];

note, however, that A := (A1, . . . ,AK) is a vector of dependent

random variables in general.

Regarding the measurement noise process

W := (W1, . . . ,WK), we assume it to be independent of

1More precisely, this means that P[Ai = n|θ ,Li,Le] = (θξ (‖Li −
Le‖))n exp{−θξ (‖Li −Le‖)/n!, which is a function g(θ ,Li,Le) [13] defined

by g(θ
′
, li, le) := (θ

′
ξ (‖li − le‖))n exp{−θ

′
ξ (‖li − le‖)/n!.
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θ , A, L, and Le, and formed by random variables i.i.d.

with a common distribution FW . The i.i.d. assumption for

{Wi}K
i=1, also adopted in [1]–[3], can be considered a good

approximation when detecting point radiation sources [5], [6]

or transmissions in a cooperative spectrum sensing system

[7], [8].

Each sensor has a dedicated and error-free communication

channel to the fusion center, which decides between the null

hypothesis H0 : θ = 0 and the alternative hypothesis H1 : θ =
θ1 > 0 with a probability given by the output of the fusion

function φ(z). For the analyses of Sections III, IV, and V, we

take θ1 = 1. For the analysis of Section VI, we use a sequence

of hypotheses {H1,n}∞
n=1 in which H1,n : θ = θ1,n > 0 with

θ1,n → 0.

Notation: For any random variable X , PX represents its prob-

ability measure; i.e., for any event B, PX [B] := P[X ∈ B]; and,

for any event C, PX |C represents the conditional probability

measure of X given C; i.e., PX |C[B] := P[X ∈ B|C].

III. CONDITIONS FOR CONDITIONALLY I.I.D.

MEASUREMENTS

Because the distribution of the various Zi depends on the

distance between the various sensor locations and a single

emitter location Le, the components of the measurement ran-

dom vector Z := (Z1, . . . ,ZK) are dependent in general, even

when conditioned on θ and when W is an i.i.d. random vector;

however, as shown in [10], there are conditions on the distri-

bution of Le that make the components of the measurement

random vector Z become conditionally i.i.d. given θ .

Proposition 1: Under the assumptions of Section II, let

∂Br(l) represent the boundary of the closed ball Br(l). If

P[Le ∈ ∂Br(0)] = 1 for some r ≥ 0, then the random vari-

ables {Ai} are i.i.d. and independent of Le, and {Zi}K
i=1 are

conditionally i.i.d. and independent of Le [10].

The importance of Proposition 1 becomes clear in the next

sections, where we show that the least and the most favorable

distributions for certain detection systems will satisfy P[Le ∈
∂Br(0) = 1] for some r.

IV. THE LEAST FAVORABLE DISTRIBUTION FOR A

DETECTION SYSTEM

In order to determine the performance of a given detection

system or design an optimal detection system, the system

designer needs the measurements’ distributions under both H0

and H1. We assume throughout this paper that the designer

knows or can accurately estimate the noise distribution FW and

therefore the measurements’ distribution under H0 is assumed

known.

However, when the distribution of the emitter location (Le)
is unknown, there are many possible distributions that charac-

terize the hypothesis H1. A composite hypothesis H1 makes

the determination of the performance of a given detection

system harder because the system designer has to ensure a

given detection performance for each distribution within H1.

The design of the optimal fusion function is also much harder

because a uniformly most powerful test generally does not

exist [9].

In these situations, a conservative approach to ensure a

minimum detection performance is to design the system using

a worst case or least favorable a priori distribution for Le for

the given system. The least favorable distribution for Le for

a given detection system is the distribution that provides the

lowest probability of detection, for a given probability of false

alarm, among all possible distributions. More precisely, let

βαmax(PLe ,φ) represent the probability of detection for a given

probability of false alarm αmax of a fusion function φ when

considering the distribution PLe . We say that a distribution P−
Le

is the least favorable distribution for the detection system φ if

∀P
′
Le

,βαmax(P
′
Le

,φ) ≥ βαmax(P
−
Le

,φ), (2)

where we note that the probability of false alarm does not

depend on the distribution of Le. Thus, if the system satisfies

a given performance requirement when designed under the

least favorable distribution for the system, then it will satisfy

the given performance requirement when subject to any other

distribution.

For our setting, the least favorable distribution for Le

for a given detection system can be found using the next

proposition, proved in [10].

Proposition 2: Consider the assumptions of Section II and

a detection system that uses a fusion function given by

φ(z) =







1, ∏K
i=1 T (zi) > t,

γ, ∏K
i=1 T (zi) = t,

0, ∏K
i=1 T (zi) < t.

(3)

If

1) T (z) is real, nonnegative, and nondecreasing,

2) Li is uniformly distributed in BrM
(0), and

3) for any ai, P[Ai > ai|ξ (‖Li−Le‖) = e] is a nondecreasing

function of e,

then any distribution for Le with P[Le ∈ ∂BrM
(0)] = 1 is the

least favorable distribution for the detection system φ(z) [10].

The conditions on Ai are met when Ai = θξ (‖Li−Le‖), as in

cooperative spectrum sensing applications [7], [8], and when

Ai conditioned on Li = li and Le = le is Poisson distributed

with parameter given by θξ (‖li− le‖), as in radiation detection

applications [4]–[6].

The conditions on φ and T (z) are met when considering the

practical detection system given by

φ ∑ (z) = 1

{

K

∑
i=1

zi > t0

}

. (4)

If P−
Le

is the least favorable distribution for a detection

system φ− that is the optimal detector when Le is distributed

according to P−
Le

, and if such φ− satisfies

∀P
′
Le

,βαmax(P
′
Le

,φ
′
) ≥ βαmax(P

−
Le

,φ−), (5)

where φ
′

is the optimal detector when Le is distributed

according to P
′
Le

, then we call φ− the maximin detector. As
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shown in [10], the maximin detector can be found when (a) W

has a density function fW (w) with respect to a certain measure

µ , (b) fW (w−a)/ fW (w) is nondecreasing in w for all a ≥ 0,

(c) the conditions of Proposition 2 are satisfied, and (d) φ is

given by (3) with T (z) = LZi,rM
(z), where

LZi,r(z) :=

{

fZi |θ=1,Le∈∂Br(0)(z)

fZi |θ=0(z) , fZi|θ=0(z) > 0,

+∞, fZi|θ=0(z) = 0;
(6)

and { fZi|θ=1,Le∈∂Br(0)(z)} and fZi|θ=0(z) are the density func-

tions of {PZi|θ=1,Le∈∂Br(0) : 0≤ r ≤ rM} and PZi|θ=0 with respect

to µ , and we note that T (z) does not depend on i since {Zi}K
i=1

are conditionally i.i.d. given Le ∈ ∂Br(0).
Using the conclusions of Propositions 1 and 2, a system

designer is able to not only design a system under simple

hypotheses, but also avoid the complications of conditional

dependence in the measurements; however, some may argue

that the resulting design could be too conservative. In order to

investigate how conservative the approach of least favorable

distribution is, we shall compare its performance against the

performance achieved by the most favorable distribution.

V. THE MOST FAVORABLE DISTRIBUTION FOR A

DETECTION SYSTEM

Using the same notation as before, we say that a distribution

P+
Le

is the most favorable distribution for the detection system

φ if

∀P
′
Le

,βαmax(P
′
Le

,φ) ≤ βαmax(P
+
Le

,φ), (7)

where we again note that the probability of false alarm does

not depend on the distribution of Le. In words, the most

favorable distribution for Le for a given detection system is

the distribution that, for a given system φ , provides the highest

probability of detection, for a given probability of false alarm,

among all possible distributions.

Thus, if the system designer is able to determine the least

favorable distribution P−
Le

and the most favorable distribution

P+
Le

for a system φ , the performance of the system φ under

any distribution PLe is guaranteed to satisfy

βαmax(P
−
Le

,φ) ≤ βαmax(PLe ,φ) ≤ βαmax(P
+
Le

,φ). (8)

The most favorable distribution for a system can be deter-

mined from the next proposition, which can be proved with

simple modifications of the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3 of

[10].

Proposition 3: Under the conditions of Proposition 2, the

distribution for Le in which P[Le = (0,0)] = 1 is the most

favorable distribution for the detector φ(z) given by (3).

If P+
Le

is the most favorable distribution for a detection

system φ+ that is the optimal detector when Le is distributed

according to P+
Le

, and if such φ+ satisfies

∀P
′
Le

,βαmax(P
′
Le

,φ
′
) ≤ βαmax(P

+
Le

,φ+), (9)

where φ
′

is the optimal detector when Le is distributed

according to P
′
Le

, then we call φ+ the maximax detector.

The maximax detector is of interest because it provides the

highest probability of detection for a given probability of false

alarm among all detectors and distributions for Le.

Proposition 4: Consider the assumptions of Section II and

let φ0(z) be the fusion function given by (3) with T (z) =
LZi,0(z) given by (6). If W has a density function fW (w) with

respect to the common measure µ such that fW (w−a)/ fW (w)
is nondecreasing in w for all a ≥ 0, and conditions 2 and 3 of

Proposition 2 are satisfied; then φ0 is maximax.

Proof: First, we claim that the distribution P+
Le

that

satisfies P[Le = (0,0)] = 1 is most favorable for any φr given

by (3) with T (z) = LZi,r(z) for any r ≥ 0. To prove this,

we need to show that the condition 1 of Proposition 2 is

satisfied for any r ≥ 0. The function LZi,r(z) is real and

nonnegative. To see that it is also nondecreasing, observe that

LZi,r(z) =
∫

IR ( fW (z−a)/ fW (z))dPAi|Le∈∂Br(0)(a), and because

the integrand is nondecreasing in z due to the monotone

likelihood ratio assumed for fW (w), so is LZi,r(z).
The detector φ0 is the optimum detector if Le were dis-

tributed according to P+
Le

; thus, it remains to show that φ0

satisfies (9). To show this, let P
′
R be the distribution of R = ‖Le‖

induced by P
′
Le

, and write

βαmax(P
′
Le

,φ
′
) =

∫

E[φ
′
(Z)|θ = 1,R = r]dP

′
R(r)

≤
∫

E[φr(Z)|θ = 1,R = r]dP
′
R(r) (10)

≤
∫

E[φr(Z)|θ = 1,R = 0]dP
′
R(r) (11)

≤
∫

E[φ0(Z)|θ = 1,R = 0]dP
′
R(r) (12)

= E[φ0(Z)|θ = 1,R = 0] = βαmax(P
+
Le

,φ0),

where (10) follows because φr is the optimal detector when

R = r, (11) follows because φr satisfies the conditions of

Propositions 2 and 3 since LZi,r(z) is nondecreasing, as just

proven, and R = 0 is the most favorable distribution for φr, and

(12) follows because φ0 is the optimal detector when R = 0.

We note that fW (w − a)/ fW (w) is monotonically nonde-

creasing in w for all a ≥ 0 if W is a Poisson distribution,

a Laplace distribution, a Gaussian distribution, or any other

Generalized Gaussian distribution with parameter at least 1.

VI. HOW CONSERVATIVE IS A DESIGN BASED ON THE

LEAST FAVORABLE DISTRIBUTION?

Consider that a system designer takes the conservative

approach of designing the detection system assuming the least

favorable distribution for Le. We assume that the conditions

of Propositions 2 and 3 are met in order to investigate two

design cases of interest:

1) The system designer adopts the maximin detector φ−(z)
given by (3) with T (z) = LZi,rM

(z) defined by (6).

2) The system designer is constrained to use the practical

detector that decides based on the sum of the measure-

ments; i.e., the designer adopts φ ∑ (z) given by (4).
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In both design cases, the system designer has to determine

the threshold t of (3) or (4) and the number of sensors to satisfy

a given requirement on the minimum probability of detection

for a given probability of false alarm under the least favorable

distribution assumption P−
Le

that satisfies P[Le ∈ ∂BrM
(0)] = 1.

Since the least favorable distribution assumption is conser-

vative, the number of sensors determined by the design is equal

or higher than the number of sensors that would be determined

by a design that considered any other distribution for Le; in

particular, if considering the most favorable distribution P+
Le

that satisfies P[Le = (0,0)] = 1, the number of sensors that

would be required is the lowest. To be more precise, let

K(φ ,PLe ) be the number of sensors required by a detector φ
under the distribution PLe to meet the minimum requirement

on the probability of detection for a given probability of false

alarm. For the first design case, this means that

∀P
′
Le

,1 ≤ K
(φ−,P−

Le
)

K
(φ

′
,P

′
Le

)
≤ K

(φ−,P−
Le

)

K
(φ+,P+

Le
)
, (13)

where φ
′

is the optimum detector under P
′
Le

, φ− is the maximin

detector, and φ+ is the maximax detector. For the second

design case, we have

∀P
′
Le

,1 ≤ K
(φ∑ ,P−

Le
)

K
(φ∑ ,P

′
Le

)
≤ K

(φ∑ ,P−
Le

)

K
(φ∑ ,P+

Le
)
. (14)

In both cases, it is difficult to determine K(φ
′
,P

′
Le

) and

K(φ∑ ,P
′
Le

) for all possible P
′
Le

, particularly because the measure-

ments may not be conditionally i.i.d. under P
′
Le

; therefore, we

shall evaluate how conservative the least favorable assumption

is through the looser upper bounds of (13) and (14).

For this analysis, we shall consider a low SNR regime and a

minimum probability of detection requirement, which implies

a large number of sensors and motivates the adoption of large

sample methods.

In large sample methods, instead of considering a single

detector φ for testing a simple hypothesis H0 : θ = 0 against

another simple hypothesis H1 : θ = θ1, we consider a sequence

of detectors {φn}∞
n=1, each one testing the simple hypothesis

H0,n : θ = 0 against another simple hypothesis H1,n : θ =
θ1,n := c/

√
n, and we determine the limiting probability of

detection for a given constraint on the limiting probability

of false alarm. In general, such methods are well defined

when the family of densities { fZi|θ=θ1,n
(z)} is quadratic mean

differentiable [9]. Throughout this section, we assume that the

families of densities { fZi|θ=θ1,n
(z)} under Le ∈ ∂BrM

(0) and

under Le = (0,0) are quadratic mean differentiable, which can

be shown to be true for two cases of interest:

1) Gaussian case: W is Gaussian distributed with zero mean

and known variance var[W ] and Ai = θξ (‖Li−Le‖), and

2) Poisson case: W is Poisson distributed with a known

parameter λW and Ai conditioned on Li = li and Le = le
is Poisson distributed with parameter θξ (‖li − le‖).

A sequence of detectors {φn}∞
n=1 is characterized by its effi-

cacy, which determines the asymptotic probability of detection

as θ1,n → 0. This notion is made precise by the following

theorem, extracted from [9] in a simplified form:

Theorem 5: [9, Theorem 13.2.1] Assume {Zi}n
i=1 are i.i.d.

with a family of densities { fZi|θ=θ1,n
(z)} that is quadratic mean

differentiable. If there exist a function µ : IR → IR and a

number σ > 0 such that

1) The detector φn(z) rejects H0,n when
√

n[Tn(z) −
µ(0)] > τn, where Tn(z) is some given statistic, τn →
Q−1(α) · σ as n → ∞, α > 0 is a desired asymptotic

probability of false alarm, and Q(·) is the comple-

mentary cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian

distribution with zero mean and unit variance;

2)
√

n[Tn(z)−µ(θ1,n)] converges in distribution to a Gaus-

sian distribution with zero mean and variance σ2 as

n → ∞ under either θ1,n = 0 or θ1,n = c/
√

n, where c

is a given positive constant;

3) µ has positive right-hand derivative µ
′

at 0;

then the probability of false alarm converges to α and the

probability of detection converges to

Q

(

Q−1(α)− c · µ
′
(0)

σ

)

, (15)

and the efficacy ζ ({φn}) of the sequence of detectors {φn} is

defined by ζ ({φn}) := µ
′
(0)/σ .

The efficacy metric is of interest to us because it allows

us to find the Asymptotic Relative Efficiency (ARE) of a

second sequence of detectors with respect to a first sequence

of detectors. More precisely, if a first sequence of detectors

{φ
(1)
n }∞

n=1 has efficacy ζ ({φ
(1)
n }) and a second sequence of

detectors {φ
(2)
n }∞

n=1 has efficacy ζ ({φ
(2)
n }), then

lim
n→∞

K(1)(n)

K(2)(n)
=

(

ζ ({φ
(2)
n })

ζ ({φ
(1)
n })

)2

, (16)

where {K(1)(n)}∞
n=1 and {K(2)(n)}∞

n=1 respectively represent

the sequence of number of sensors required in the first and

second sequences of detectors to ensure that both sequences

have the same limiting probability of detection and the same

limiting probability of false alarm as n → ∞, and the l.h.s. of

(16) defines the Asymptotic Relative Efficiency (ARE) of the

second sequence of detectors with respect to the first sequence

of detectors [9, p. 536].

A. Maximin Designs

Given (16), we shall obtain the limit of

K
(φ−,P−

Le
)(n)/K

(φ+,P+
Le

)(n) as n → ∞ through the computation

of the maximin and maximax detector efficacies.

For both cases, we will use the known fact that the efficacy

of a sequence of detectors is always bounded above by

the square root of the Fisher Information associated with

fZi|θ=θ1,n
(z) at θ = 0 and such bound is reached when consid-

ering a sequence of Neyman–Pearson detectors in which, for

each n, the detector is the optimal fusion function to decide

between H0,n : θ = 0 and H1,n : θ = θ1,n [9, Lemma 13.3.1].
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Therefore, since the maximin design is the optimum design

when P[Le ∈ ∂BrM
(0)] = 1 and the maximax design is the

optimum design when P[Le = (0,0)] = 1, the ARE of the

maximax design with respect to the maximin design is given

by

lim
n→∞

K
(φ−,P−

Le
)(n)

K
(φ+,P+

Le
)(n)

=
I+(0)

I−(0)
, (17)

where I−(θ) is the Fisher information associated with

fZi|θ=θ1,n
(z) under Le ∈ ∂BrM

(0) and I+(θ) is the Fisher

information associated with fZi|θ=θ1,n
(z) under Le = (0,0).

We now present the ARE metric of (17) for the Gaussian

and Poisson cases where, in both cases, Le is distributed

in ∂BrM
(0) for the computation of I−(0) and Le = (0,0)

for the computation of I+(0). It is possible to show that

the resulting Fisher information at θ = 0 for both cases is

proportional to E[ξ (‖Li− le‖)]2 for some le ∈ ∂BrM
(0) for the

minimax case and for le = (0,0) for the maximax case. Thus,

for both the Gaussian and the Poisson cases, we have that

K
(φ−,P−

Le
)(n)/K

(φ+,P+
Le

)(n) converges to

AREGaussian,Poisson :=

(

E[ξ (‖Li − (0,0)‖)]
E[ξ (‖Li − (0,rM)‖)]

)2

. (18)

B. Practical Designs

Given (16), we shall obtain the limit of

K
(φ∑ ,P−

Le
)(n)/K

(φ∑ ,P+
Le

)(n) as n → ∞ through the computation

of the efficacy of {φ ∑
n }∞

n=1 for both the least and the most

favorable distributions.

Proposition 6: Consider the assumptions of Section II and

assume the sequence of practical detection systems that uses

the fusion function

φ ∑
n (z) := 1

{

K(n)

∑
i=1

zi > tn

}

, (19)

for some sequence K(n) = d · n for some integer d, and

tn :=
√

K(n) ·
√

varW · Q−1(α) + K(n) · E[W ]. Assume that

the families of densities { fZi|θ=θ1,n
(z)} under Le ∈ ∂BrM

(0)
and under Le = (0,0) are quadratic mean differentiable. If

the function ξ (·) and the distributions of Ai, W , and Li

satisfy the following conditions for any θ ∈ (0,1) and for any

le ∈ {∂BrM
(0)∪ (0,0)}:

• E[Ai|θ ,Le = le] = θ ·E[ξ (‖Li − le‖)];
• E[W ] < ∞, varW < ∞, E[Ai|θ ,Le = le] < ∞, and

var [Ai|θ ,Le = le] < ∞;

• var [Ai|θ ,Le = le] → 0 as θ → 0;

• The fourth central moment of Ai +Wi given any θ and

any le ∈ {∂BrM
(0)∪ (0,0)} is finite;

• E[ξ (‖Li − le‖)] > 0;

then the efficacy of {φ ∑
n } under P[Le ∈ ∂Br(0)] = 1 is given

by
E[ξ (‖Li − (0,r)‖)]√

varW
, (20)

and K
(φ∑

n ,P−
Le

)(n)/K
(φ∑

n ,P+
Le

)(n) converges to (18).

Proof: This proposition follows from the application of

Lehmann’s Theorem 13.2.1 to find the efficacy of the {φ ∑
n }

under P[Le ∈ ∂Br(0)] = 1 for both r = 0 and r = rM . Note that

P[Le ∈ ∂Br(0)] = 1 characterizes the least favorable distribu-

tion when r = rM and the most favorable distribution when

r = 0 because φ ∑
n (z) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3

for each n.

To apply Lehmann’s Theorem 13.2.1, observe that {Zi}K
i=1

are conditionally i.i.d. under P[Le ∈ ∂Br(0)] = 1 for both r = 0

and r = rM . Furthermore, since Z does not depend on Le when

P[Le ∈ ∂Br(0)] = 1, we can pick le = (0,r).
Let us define µ(θ) = E[Zi|θ ,Le = le]. Such a function

µ satisfies condition 1 of Lehmann’s Theorem 13.2.1 for

any sequence K(n) that grows to infinity as n → ∞. To see

this, consider Tn(z) = (1/K(n))∑
K(n)
i=1 zi. Since E[Ai|θ ,Le =

le] = θE[ξ (‖Li − le‖)], µ(0) = E[W ]. Note that ∑
K(n)
i=1 zi >

tn ⇔
√

K(n)[(1/K(n))∑
K(n)
i=1 zi −E[W ]] >

√

K(n)[(tn/K(n))−
E[W ]] and observe that the sequence of detectors given by

(19) is equivalent as the sequence of detectors specified in the

theorem.

Condition 2 follows from the Central Limit Theorem for

the case θ1,K(n) = 0 and from the Lindeberg–Feller triangular

array theorem [13] for the case θ1,K(n) = c/
√

K(n) for any

sequence K(n) that grows to infinity as n → ∞. The specified

assumptions on the function ξ (·) and on the distributions of

Ai, W , and Li are sufficient to satisfy the conditions of both

the Central Limit Theorem and the Lindeberg–Feller triangular

array theorem.

Condition 3 follows from the assumption E[Ai|θ ,Le = le] =
θ ·E[ξ (‖Li − le‖)], which implies that µ(θ) = θ ·E[ξ (‖Li −
le‖)] + E[W ], and from the assumption E[ξ (‖Li − le‖)] > 0,

which imply that µ ′(0) > 0.

Therefore, the efficacy of {φ ∑
n } under P[Le ∈ ∂Br(0)] = 1 is

given by E[ξ (‖Li−(0,r)‖)]/
√

varW and, by taking the square

of the ratio between the cases r = 0 and r = rM , we reach the

conclusion of our proposition.

It is possible to show that the conditions on the distribution

of Ai and Wi are satisfied for both the Gaussian and Poisson

cases.

It is interesting to observe that, in both the Gaussian and

Poisson cases, the same upper bound for the loss in perfor-

mance is achieved for both the case when the designer uses

the maximin design and when the designer uses a practical

design.

C. Simple Bounds

The ARE given by (18) can be determined numerically

and should not impose significant challenges; however, it is

possible to obtain simple lower and upper bounds for it.

Proposition 7: If Li is uniformly distributed in BrM
(0) ⊂

IR2, then for any ξ ,

4

(
∫ rM

0 ξ (r)r dr
∫ 2rM

0 ξ (r)r dr

)2

≤
(

E[ξ (‖Li − (0,0)‖)]
E[ξ (‖Li − (0,rM)‖)]

)2

≤ 9. (21)

Proof: For the upper bound, let F = {(x,y) : ‖(x,y)‖ ≤
rM,y≤ 0,−π/3 < arctanx/|y| ≤ π/3} and note that the closure
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of F is the sector with central angle 2π/3, symmetric in x,

and with y ≤ 0.

We claim that E[ξ (‖Li − (0,0)‖)] = 3 ·
∫

F
ξ (‖li − (0,0)‖)dPLi

(li). To see this, let F ◦2π/3 be

F rotated by 2π/3 and F ◦4π/3 be F rotated by

4π/3. Note that F , F ◦2π/3, and F ◦4π/3 are disjoint

and BrM
(0) = F ∪ F ◦2π/3 ∪ F ◦4π/3. Since the uniform

distribution in BrM
(0) is invariant to rotations, the integral of

ξ (‖li‖) over F is equal to the integral over any rotation of

F .

To reach (21), let F ∗ = F +(0,rM) and note that

E[ξ (‖Li − (0,rM)‖)] ≥
∫

F ∗
ξ (‖li − (0,rM)‖)dPLi

(li)

=
∫

F

ξ (‖li − (0,0)‖)dPLi
(li), (22)

where (22) follows because the uniform distribution in BrM
(0)

is invariant to translations when the translated set remains

within BrM
(0).

For the lower bound, the uniform distribution of Li in

BrM
(0) allows us to express the expectations of (18) in polar

coordinates and obtain that

E[ξ (‖Li − (0,0)‖)]
E[ξ (‖Li − (0,rM)‖)] =

2π
∫ rM

0 ξ (r) · r dr
∫ π

0

∫ 2rM sin(ω)
0 ξ (r) · r dr dω

. (23)

The denominator is justified by observing that Li − (0,rM)
is uniformly distributed in BrM

((0,−rM)), whose boundary

in polar coordinates is described by (−2rM sin(ω∗),ω∗) for

ω∗ ∈ [π,2π]. Then apply the transformation ω = ω∗ + π .

Observing that the denominator of (23) is upper bounded by

π
∫ 2rM

0 ξ (r)r dr, we obtain the lower bound of (21).

The conclusion of Proposition 7 shows a system designer

that, as the SNR decreases to zero, a sensor detection system

designed considering the least favorable distribution for Le

would have at most 9 times the number of sensors that would

be required if the actual distribution of Le were known.

If a tighter upper bound for the cost incurred by using

the least favorable distribution is desired, then numerical

techniques can be used to compute the ARE of (18) directly.

However, from (21), we observe that the upper bound for this

cost can never be lower than 4(
∫ rM

0 ξ (r)r dr/
∫ 2rM

0 ξ (r)r dr)2,

which converges to 4 as rM → ∞ if
∫ ∞

0 ξ (r)r dr < ∞.

D. Numerical Evaluations

In Figures 2 and 3, we present numerical evaluations of the

resulting ARE of (18) for two types of amplitude function

with varying parameters.

These figures illustrate that, if the system is designed

with rM small enough such that the variation of the signal

attenuation at any point of BrM
(0) is not significant, then the

ARE of (18) is close to 1, showing that not much is lost

when assuming the least favorable distribution. This is intuitive

if one considers the extreme case in which the amplitude

function does not decay with the distance; for example, when

the value c in the figures is close to 0. In this extreme case,

the signal would be measured with the same amplitude at
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Figure 2. ARE of designs based on the most favorable distribution with
respect to designs based on the least favorable distribution when ξ (r) = 1/(1+
r)c for various values of c for the Gaussian or Poisson cases.
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Figure 3. ARE of designs based on the most favorable distribution with
respect to designs based on the least favorable distribution when ξ (r) =
exp(−c · r) for various values of c for the Gaussian or Poisson cases.

any sensor location, regardless of the emitter location; thus,

assuming the emitter located within the boundary of the region

does not cause any impact.

However, if the variation of the signal attenuation is sig-

nificant as the distance vary from 0 to rM , then the ARE of

(18) can be as high as 5 in these examples, showing how

conservative the least favorable distribution can be.

E. Comparing Maximin and Practical Designs

A designer may also be interested in determining how much

is lost by adopting a simpler, more practical, design. In order

words, how much is lost when the system designer assumes

the least favorable distibution for a practical design instead of

assuming a maximin design? The next proposition shows that

there is no loss as n → ∞ for the Gaussian and Poisson cases.
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Proposition 8: Consider the assumptions of Section II and

assume the sequence of practical detection systems that uses

the fusion function φ ∑
n (z) of (19). Under the Gaussian or the

Poisson cases, the ARE metric of the sequence of maximin

designs with respect to the sequence of {φ ∑
n (z)} designs under

the least favorable distribution is 1; i.e.,

lim
n→∞

K
(φ∑ ,P−

Le
)(n)

K
(φ−,P−

Le
)(n)

= 1. (24)

Proof: Since the Gaussian and the Poisson cases satisfy

the conditions of Proposition 6, the efficacy of the sequence

of detectors {φ ∑
n } is given by (20), which can be shown to be

equal to the square root of the Fisher Information at θ = 0 for

both cases. Since the square root of the Fisher Information at

θ = 0 is the efficacy of the maximin detector, the ARE metric

of the sequence of maximin designs with respect to {φ ∑
n (z)}

designs under the least favorable distribution equals 1.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In our previous paper [10], we argued that using the least

favorable distribution for the emitter location helps in dealing

with the issue of conditional dependency in the sensor mea-

surements; however, the system designer may wonder whether

such a design approach would lead to a too conservative

design. In this paper, we provided guidance to allow a system

designer address this concern.

We proposed that a system designer evaluate how conser-

vative the design is by comparing the design under the least

favorable distribution against the design based on the most

favorable distribution for the emitter location. This comparison

provides an upper bound for the ratio between the number

of sensors required by the design under the least favorable

distribution to reach a prescribed detection performance and

the number of sensors required by the design under any other

distribution to achieve the same performance. This comparison

is possible and convenient because, under certain conditions

identified in this paper, the measurements are conditionally

i.i.d. under both the least and the most favorable distributions,

allowing the use of the Asymptotic Relative Efficiency (ARE)

metric for the comparison.

We applied our comparison approach to evaluate both

optimal and practical designs. We derived the ARE metric

of the maximax design, which is the optimal design under

the most favorable distribution, with respect to the maximin

design, which is the optimal design under the least favorable

distribution. Under two cases of interest (the Gaussian and

the Poisson cases), the ARE metric is given by the simple and

easily computable expression of (18). We then showed that

(18) also provides the ARE metric of the design under the

most favorable distribution with respect to the design under

the least favorable distribution for the practical detector based

on the sum of the measurements.

We showed that the ARE metric of (18) is always bounded

above by 9. This result indicates that the number of sensors

achieved when designing a system under the least favorable

distribution for the emitter location is at most 9 times higher

than the number of sensors that would be achieved if the

actual distribution for the emitter location were known and

used in the design. One can consider that this result represents

the penalty for the lack of knowledge regarding the emitter

location.

Another significant conclusion from our analysis is that

the penalty for using the least favorable distribution does not

increase if the system designer adopts the practical detector

based on the sum of the measurements. Although the ARE

of the maximax detector with respect to the maximin detector

can be as high as 9, we showed that the ARE of the maximin

detector with respect to such a practical detector is 1; i.e.,

no additional sensors are required if the maximin detector

is replaced by such a practical detector. More generally, this

conclusion means that the system designer may adopt this sim-

ple practical detector and be ensured that it is asymptotically

optimal under the least favorable distribution.
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